Submission on public policy issues to be discussed at the first meeting of the IGF

This is the response of the Internet Society of Australia (ISOC-AU) to the request for stakeholders' views on the public policy issues to be discussed at the first meeting of the IGF.

As a preliminary matter, ISOC-AU makes the point that high expectations should not be placed on the first meeting of the IGF to make progress on substantive issues.  The IGF must first reach consensus on issues of process before commencing its substantive work programme.  To do otherwise would be to put the cart before the horse.

For example, is the IGF to reach its recommendations by a process of consensus, and if so, how and by whom is that consensus to be assessed?  These issues cannot legitimately be set in stone by the IGF Advisory Group prior to the IGF's first meeting, and accordingly it is likely and necessary that discussion of them will dominate the IGF's first meeting.

Having said that, in ISOC-AU's view, the three top priority issues for the IGF's early consideration may be drawn from the list of ten issues already isolated by the Secretariat from previous discussions (but without accepting that this list is complete - noting for example the omission of IPR).  The issues selected are Spam, Cybersecurity, and Bridging the Digital Divide: Access and Policies.

Spam is the highest profile issue affecting the stability of the Internet, and as such it has already commanded attention in a number of other fora.  In order not to duplicate these efforts, the IGF's programme on spam should be predominantly to reinforce, and perhaps to extend to additional stakeholders, the existing work being conducted in fora such as the London Action Plan, an international network of 25 anti-spam regulators, and 13 private sector members, formed in 2004.

Cybersecurity and Cybercrime are closely interlinked, and it is likely that the IGF will find itself dealing with both issues if it takes on either of them.  The UN General Assembly Resolution on a Global Culture of Security calls on "government, business, other organizations, and individual owners and users of information technologies [to] be aware of relevant cybersecurity risks and preventive measures and [to] assume responsibility for and take steps to enhance the security of these information technologies.  The IGF's role could be to assess the state of these efforts and to collaboratively contribute to them.

Finally Bridging the Digital Divide: Access and Policies is an appropriate field for the IGF to enter given the growing consensus that it should have a focus on equity issues, but bearing in mind its incapacity to operate a development programme.  Again this field crosses over with others on the Secretariat's list such as multilingualism (and others not on the list, such as open source software), and again also there are other organisations involved in this area with whom the IGF will have to liaise.

